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The  Department  of  Strategic  and  Security  Studies,  Faculty  of  international

studies, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh have successfully organized various

events  like  Workshop  ,Department  Lecture  Series,  Essay  Writing

Competition ,Constitution Day Celebration Etc., with the help of the Faculty

Members, Students ,Research Scholars, Non-Teaching Staff.

We have  happy  to  compile  a  brief  report  of  all  these  events  with  all  the

information provided.

Below  are  mentioned  some  of  the  events  that  have  been  organized  by  the

Department of Strategic and Security Studies :

 Workshop : Gender Champion Scheme
 Workshop  :  Fundamental  Issues  of  Research  and  Strengthening  your

Voice through Publication
 Workshop : Cyber Security
 Department Extension Lecture Series : Humanizing security studies
 Department Lecture Series :  Locating the Thick & Thin :  The Idea of

South Asia
 Constitution Day Celebration

Gender Champion Scheme



Report : Gender Champion

 First of all I want to thank Mr. Tahseen Raza for giving me this opportunity to

be a part of this Gender Championship scheme which has been very productive

for both me and my college campus.

Over the course of 24 months(2017-18 & 2018-19), we tried to sensitize the

Gender issues through various activities like debates, groups discussions and

workshops.  My peers  have  played a  very  important  role  in  organizing such

activities. Without them it wouldn’t have been possible in such an efficient way.

The gender sensitization group in my college campus was not just synonymous

with women issues or women development cell. In fact this group served as a

fundamental platform for all the sexes to discuss problems and come about with

solutions.  We tried  to  do  that  by  focusing  on  various  aspects  of  culture,

tradition, arts, moral principles, lifestyle and so on. 

We also realized that there is a lack of understanding between the genders. We

came to the conclusion that the differences and the various elements associated

with  the  gender  studies  can  only  be  disseminated  through  education.  This

understanding of ours will greatly help us in our further endeavors in the field of

gender sensitization.



Dr B.R Ambedkar once said :   "I measure the progress of a community by

the degree of progress which women have achieved."

I  think  that  Gender  equality  is  not  a  women’s  issues,  it’s  a  human  issue.

Because, the quest to achieve this equality is good for men too. Men and women

have  always  played  equally  critical  roles  in  the  quest  of  each  others

development, so it is time for us to understand the immense need of gender

equality.

Women have their own abilities of analysing things and situations, which are

quite  distinct  abilities  from  what  men  have.  So  in  order  to  achieve  the

sustainable development goal, its necessary to include women in the process.

"Gender equality is  more  than  a  goal  in  itself.  It  is  a  precondition  for

meeting  the  challenge  of  reducing  poverty,  promoting  sustainable

development and building good governance."

I have been very inspired by a quote by malala yousufzai :  "When God

created man and woman, he was thinking, 'Who shall I give the power to,

to give birth to the next human being?' And God chose woman. And this is

the big evidence that women are powerful."

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/k/kofiannan401690.html?src=t_gender
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/malalayous662438.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/malalayous662438.html


 "Achieving gender equality requires the engagement of women and men,

girls and boys. It is everyone's responsibility."

The Group discussions were held on the the following dates : 

Date Topic Peers involved
28/02/2017 Understanding

gender equality

sehba khan, shadma ansari

19/05/2017 Purpose  of  gender

mainstreaming

Sehba khan, shaique ahmad, sharib

azad
01/08/2017 Promotion  of  equal

opportunities  for

men and women

Iqra khan, zoya abbas, alamas

28/04/2018 Why  is  gender

blindness  a  problem

for women

sehba khan, shadma ansari

06/10/2018 Impact of ideology in

determining relations

between sexes

Danish, yusraa, salman, sufia, iqra,

27/02/2019 Make  city  safer  for

women and girls

Danish, yusraa, salman, sufia, iqra,

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/b/bankimoon643729.html?src=t_gender


AAEP Workshop for Social Sciences and Humanities

May 5,  2018:  The Department  of  Strategic  and Security  Studies,  Faculty of

International  Studies,  Aligarh  Muslim  University  along  with  Academic

Enrichment  Programme  (AAEP)  organised  a  two-day  workshop  at  the

Conference  Hall,  Faculty  of  Social  Sciences,  Aligarh  Muslim  University

(AMU)  in  which  invited  speakers  from the  Arizona  State  University,  USA



delineated on 'Fundamental Issues of Research' and 'Strengthening your Voice

through Publication' while engaging participants in special interactive sessions.

Arizona  State  University's  Prof  Yasmin  Saikia  discussed  qualitative  and

quantitative methods of research, elementary issues of research and elements

that  help  in  building  research.  She  said  that  it  is  the  responsibility  of  the

researcher to systematically read and review the available literature, because it

will further help in drafting questions and hypothesis.

Prof  Saikia  threw  light  on  new  areas  of  research  intervention  and  their

applicability  in  connecting  research  work  to  larger  dialogues,  while

demonstrating  differences  in  interdisciplinary,  multidisciplinary  and  trans-

disciplinary research.

She  further  discussed  essentials  required  in  publishing  papers,  articles  and

books. "Before writing a research paper, the author should be clear about the

topic,  spellings,  grammar  and  sentence  structures,"  she  said  while  advising

participants to communicate ideas in a way that they do not confuse the readers.

Prof  Chad  Haines  from  the  Department  of  Historical,  Philosophical  and

Religious Studies, Arizona State University emphasised on framing analysis. He

said  that  framing  analysis  is  an  inter-disciplinary  approach  that  assists  in

construction  of  an  interpretation  or  idea  and  a  significant  method  in  social

science research. Speaking on citations, Prof Haines said that authors should be



sincere in writing references, and honest in acknowledging all the works they

have used in their writings.  He further spoke on peer reviewed journals and

urged participants to be careful in selection of journals for their publications.

Prof  Syed  Ziaur  Rahman  (Coordinator,  AAEP)  welcomed  the  guests  and

discussed 'Refracting Research:  Scholarly Frames and Global  Dialogues'.  He

thanked  the  AMU  Vice  Chancellor,  Prof  Tariq  Mansoor  for  his  support  in

organising AAEP programmes. He pointed out that AAEP is an AMU initiative

through  which  University  alumni  settled  all  over  the  world  share  their

knowledge and experience with students to provide them guidance on how to go

about in their careers.



Dr  Syed  Tahseen  Raza,  Assistant  Professor,  Department  of  Strategic  and

Security Studies, the convenor of this workshop proposed the vote of thanks.

Workshop: Cyber security

October 8,2018: The Department of Strategic and Security Studies, Faculty of

International Studies, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, in collaboration with

Centre for Social Research, New Delhi organized a workshop on Cyber security

at the Conference Hall, Tipu Sultan Block.



The  workshop  aimed  at  developing  positive  and  constructive  online  space

where users are safe, informed and are able to use the power of social media and

internet to achieve their goals constructively.  This workshop was a part of the

series of activities conducted by the department to promote its vision of a more

secure, humane, peaceful and inclusive society. 

The  resource  person  for  this  workshop  included  the  well-known  trainer  on

Cyber  security  Dr  Amitabh  Kumar,  Head  of  Department,  Media  and

Communications,  Centre  for  Social  Research,  who  explained  the  various

nuances  involved  in  the  safe  and  secure  use  of  social  media  and  internet.

Explaining  how to  utilize  the  online  resources  in  the  most  secure  and  safe

manner, Dr. Kumar apart from focusing on various tools and techniques also

shared practical  insights  from his  wide  experiences.  He was assisted  by his

colleague  Vikram  Sheoran,  Web  Manager,  Centre  for  Social  Research  who

engaged the participants on particular aspects of internet security. 

Students  and  faculty  members  from different  departments  who attended  the

workshop found it to be very useful.

The  programme  began  with  an  introduction  by  Dr  Syed  Tahseen  Raza,

Coordinator of the workshop who highlighted the need for such workshop and

also  apprised  the  participants  about  the  various  activities  conducted  by  the

Department of Strategic and Security Studies. 



The workshop concluded with the vote of thanks by Dr Azeer Rahman who

specially underlined the support extended by the Centre for Social Research,

New Delhi and the Dean, Faculty of International Studies. 

University extension Lecture Series : Humanising Security Studies

22nd January 2019. The Department of Strategic and Security Studies, Faculty of

International  Studies,  Aligarh  Muslim  University  organised  a  lecture  under

University  Extension  Lecture  Series  on  the  topic  “Humanising  Security

Studies”. The lecture was delivered by Professor Dibyesh Anand, Head of the

School of Social Sciences, University of Westminster, London (UK). 



Professor Dibyesh started with the concept of studies/discipline and argued that

in the exercise of establishing a studies/discipline/centre of some subject  we

actually engage in policing and disciplining that very subject in a particular way.

Then he explained the concept of security and how it used to be State-centric in

its  orientation.  He further  elaborated the discomforts  of  having State-centric

security  studies  as  that  leads  to  dehumanisation  of  those  who  either  are

marginalised in a State or are being critical of it. The problem with security is

that  it  represents danger and to curb that,  violence is used and justified. He

pointed out at the contradiction with the notion and concept of nationalism and

nation state arguing that these actually become confirmative and majoritarian in

nature,  hence dehumanising and imagining others  as security threats.  In this

background,  therefore,  Prof  Dibyesh  very  strongly  advocated  for  the

humanising of security studies where Individual/human being and not the state

is the central theme, so that a world is possible where the narrative of peace is

predominant, not the narrative of war. 



The lecture was followed by intense question-answer session.

In  his  Presidential  remark,  Professor  Shamir  Hassan,  Chairperson  of  the

Department of Strategic and Security Studies and Dean Faculty of International

Studies, highlighted the dimension of colonialism with respect to the issue of

securitisation and cited the example of the persisting conflict in the West Asian

region. 

The  lecture  was  conducted  by  Dr  Syed  Tahseen  Raza,  Assistant  Professor

Department of Strategic and Security Studies, who while introducing the guest



speaker also highlighted the vision and mission of the department and apprised

the audience of the various academic activities carried out by the department

towards that end.

 Dr. Sana Samreen, Assistant Professor, Department of West Asian and North

African Studies proposed the vote of thanks.  Though it was a cold wintry day,

the  lecture  was  attended  by  more  than  a  hundred  of  students,  scholars  and

faculty members.

   



Department Lecture Series: Locating the Thick and Thin :

 The Idea of South Asia

November 23, 2019 : The Department of Strategic and Security Studies, Faculty

of International Studies, Aligarh  Muslim University organised a lecture under

“Department Lecture Series” on the topic "Locating the Thick and Thin: The

Idea of South Asia” on 23rd  November,  2019. The lecture was delivered by

Dr Priyanka Jha who is a Fellow at Max Weber Center for Advanced Cultural

and Social Studies and faculty at the B R Ambedkar University, Delhi.

Dr  Syed  Tahseen  Raza,  Assistant  Professor,  Department  of  Strategic  and

Security Studies, began the program with introducing the concept and approach

behind the “Department Lecture Series”, its previous lectures and the vision of

the department .  The formal welcome address was given by Dr Swasti  Rao,

Guest Faculty at the department. In her address, Dr Rao also introduced the

students with the academic accomplishment of the guest speaker and introduced

the contested idea of South Asia and its relevance to academics today. 

Dr Priyanka Jha’s lecture was based on the ideas of Geertz’s notion of thick and

thin understanding of culture. The idea of South Asia has been mooted through

the lens of geostrategy and geopolitics.  In her  lecture she attempted to shift

towards bonds of solidarities and connectedness in understanding South Asia as

a  region  and  therefore  locating  the  idea  with  its  contemporary  issues  with



special reference to the border disputes and the larger collective consciousness

of  its  inhabitants.   She argued that  the thin conception of  the  region which

focuses  on artificially  drawn national  boundaries  is  problematic  because  the

nation states of South Asia themselves are products of a centuries old colonial

legacy  with  a  hasty  and  problematic  winding  up which  led  to  unresolvable

issues and decades of hatred.  While on the contrary, South Asia shares a larger

cultural embeddedness and a common cultural hybridity but unfortunately those

elements  are being dominated by the thin understanding of the region. The idea

of Human development was emphasized in the lecture that the basic needs of

human beings should necessarily be focused more in this region rather than the

militaristic ego clashes with each other. She criticised the GDP centric approach

of economic health parameters and argued that the challenges before the region

have  to  be  met  in  a  more  humane  way. The  lecture  also  focussed  on   the

pervasiveness of the component of culture that how our ideas, identities and

thought  process  are  developed  right  from  childhood  which  results  in  the

'othering'  of  other  communities  .  This  ‘othering’  results  in  demarcation

boundaries in the form of  country, religion, culture and so on. She also focussed

on the factor of ‘solidarity of dissent’ which South Asia as a region shares and

talked at length about the various civil  society movements across the region

against colonialism and their own authoritative regimes. Dr Jha concluded by

saying  that  there  is  a  need  to  inculcate  the  understanding  of  togetherness



especially in the schools by not introducing the other nations and communities

merely from the lens of conflict and dispute. 

Dr Jha’s lecture was followed by a very interactive and interesting question 

answer round. Several relevant questions were asked by both faculty members 

from across the university and by students as well. 

In his Presidential  remark,  Professor Mohammad Gulrez ,Chairperson of  the

Department of Strategic and Security Studies and Dean Faculty of International

Studies, highlighted the Strategic role of keeping peace in contested narratives

of nationhood and focused on ideas of coming with more seminars and lectures

as well as applauded the Guest speaker for her positive approach towards these

core issues of peaceful coexistence. 

Ms Anam Fatima, PhD research scholar, Department of Strategic and Security

Studies proposed the formal vote of thanks.  The Guest Speaker was presented a

memento  by  the  Dean  and  faculty  members  of  the  department  .  Ms  Shalu

Runthala,  also  a  PhD research  scholar  at  the  department,  duly  recorded the

proceedings of  the program and facilitated the question answer session.  The

lecture  was attended by more than a  hundred students,  scholars  and faculty

members.



Constitution day Celebration

 November  26  ,2019  :  The  Department  of  Strategic  and  Security  Studies,

Faculty of International Studies, Aligarh  Muslim University joined the nation-

wide celebrations to observe the Samvidhan Divas (Constitution Day)

Students  participated  in  debate  and  essay  writing  competitions  to  mark  the

occasion at the Department of Strategic and Security Studies. 

Dr M Aftab Alam, the guest-speaker from the Department of Political Science

delineated importance of upholding the idea of constitutionalism.

 Dr Syed Tahseen Raza and Dr Swasti Rao, faculty members of Department of

Strategic and Security Studies along with the students  and research scholars

coordinated the event.


